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1. 

Heasures of network "complexity" the context of Activity Networks 

(ANs) have been receiving attention from researchers since the mid-sixties. 

This paper discusses the fundamental precepts inadequacies) of such 

"measures", presents an expository treatment of basic concepts of the 

theory of measurement, and offers three "measures of network complexity" as 

illustrations of the propositions outlined in our discussion. The two nppcn-

dices at the end of the paper present, respectively, a more detailed reviel-1 

of the past contributions of which we are aware, and the proofs of the for
febi.bl.e 

mulae used in countingAsequences in Section 3. 

The introduction presents three preliminaries to thE~ main body of the 

paper; to wit: 

(i) The need for measures of of ANs; 

(ii) The relation of such measures to combinatorial complexity theory; 

(iii) Resume of current approaches. 

(i) The Need for t·~easures of Complexity 

vJhenever the words "netl..rork complexitv11 are mentioned they immediately 

evoke the question: tfua.t is meant by 11network complexity", and why measure it? 

To an~-1er, we r~ind the reader that all measurement starts with a sensa-

tion, and we suggest that the sensation felt here is that of difficultY' in 

analysis and synthesis of a given network. Henceforth we take this as our 

definition of "network complexity". That this difficulty is 11 real" - in the 

sense of it being felt by a large majority of workers in the field - is an 

empirically verifiable assertion. 
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(11) 

It seems also appropriate to , at the outset, another issue that 

may have been suggested to the reader by the title of the paper, namely, the 

relationship, if any, between of network compleJdty" (UHC) dis-

cussed here, and the modern "theory combinatorial complexity" as expounded 

by Edmonds, Cook, Karp, La~fller, Lens Kan (for a succinct and 

clear exposition of this theoryt see refs. [2~~37, 47]).t 

At the risk of oversimplifying is evidently a more involved theory 

than we can hope to expound in a few sentences, one may summarize that theory 

in the following manner. Combinatorial problems, such as the optimal scheduling 

of tasks on processors, into one of two categories: those problems that 

are solvable by an algorithm in time is of polynomial order in the size 

of the problem (abbreviated: those problems that 

are ~ solvable by an in polynomial time. Here, "polynomial time" 

refers to the highest order of the polynomial best fits the time data 

obtained empirically (or the count of "elementary 

operations"). The "size of the problem11 is precisely defined in terms of the 

selves trith these technical details Suffice it to say that the first 

c1 ass is called thP P-class of problems • and the second the NP-class. A 

t 
~ve take it for granted that the reader realizes that there is no relation Hhat-
soever between our concern in this study and the mathematical theory of measure. 
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the scale 

Contributions to measures of network emanate from studies of 

ANs as well as from two closely allied areas: Assembly Line Balancing (ALB) 

and Machine Scheduling problems. 1 gives a 's eye view of the pro

posed measures; a more detailed discussion of the various approaches is eiven 

; in Appendix A. We hasten to that the reports of Davis, Patterson. 

and Gordon, grouped under "Experiments" address the pr"blem of 

network complexity only , since their objective was to esti-

mate the relative contribution of 

in project duration (beyond the 

caused by the scarcity of resources. 

to the percent elongation 

length of critical path) 

The suggested measures of Pascoe, Davies and Kaimann rely totally on the 

count of the activities and nodes the network. Since it is easy to con-

struct networks of equal number arcs and nodes but varying degrees of 

difficulty in analysis~ (see Appendix , we to see how these "measures" 

can discriminate among them! 

Both Ignall and Thesen are concerned with the count of sequences that can 

be generated from a given M~. Note the important qualitative difference between 

the o~o problems addressed by these two Since Ignall is treating the 

ALB problem, a translation of the assignment-of-tasks-to-work stations. Hhich 

is the format in which the ALB problem is stated, the format of ANs 

implies that each activity is of duration one and "consumes" an amount of the 

resource equal to the the task of the ALB. 
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ACTIVITY ~TE'P.JORI:S 

-Coefficient of Network 
Complexity 

CNC-P • A/N Pascoe (1966) 

O~C-D = 2(A-N+l)/(N-l)(N-2) 
Davies (1973) 

2 CNC-K = A /N Kaimann (1974) 

-Total Activitv Density
T-Density 

L max{O; U of predecessor 
N 
activities - U of successor 
activities) Johnson (1967) 

-Average Activity Density 

T-Density 
N Patterson (1976) 

- "Resl:.ric.f: i ve.ne.$S · 

'R = 1 - log S/log S 
max Thesen (1975) 

S = number of feasible 
sequences 

-Order Strength 

Cooper (1976) borrm-red 
from line balancing 

-Experiments 

Davis (1975) 
Patterson (1976) 
Gordon (1976) 

LINE BALAliCr1G 

-Feasible Subsets 

Held, Karp & Shareshian (1963) 

-Ye.uible Seguencee l 

!gnall (1965) 
2

r I 
r = No. of precedence relations I 

-Order Strength 

# ordered pairs 
N(N-1)/2 

!!astor (1970) 

-Flexibility Ratio 

(I Beres in half matrix) 
N(N-1)/2 

Dar-El (1973) 

HACHI!'1E SCHEDtJ'LPTG 

-Dependent Shop 

Spencer (1969) 

m n(j)! 
HA.">CPOS (DS) = IT DErTn111 ( i ) .· . i=l .. 

j = 1,2, ••• ,m facilities where 

SET(j) = nodes re~uirinr facility 1 

n(j) = total U activities requiring 
fac:Uitv j 

n(j) 
DENOH(j) "" IT 

i=l 
[1 + u activities 
recuirin~ facili~ 
j which are dominated 
by node 1, where 
1,1 € SET(j) J 

Table 1. Sumt'larv of 'teasures of Nef:1Tork Col"'plexitv 
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there is only one resource of availability to the cycle ttme of the 

original ALB problem. On the other hand, Thesen assumes no restriction on 

either the number of resources or their availabilities, in addition to the 

arbitrary durations of the activities. 

Ignall's count of n!/2r is evidently an on desired count, 

and is therefore ineffectual as a measure of complexity except in extreme cases. 

On the other hand, Thesen' s measu-re. of "t'e&t-ricti'veness ~ while eminently 

plausible, is non-verifiable because of the impossibility of evaluatin~ S, the 

number of feasible sequences. True, Thesen offers a number of "estimators" of 

S; but unfortunately their precision and validity are open to question. 

The measure offered by Mastor is precisely one minus the measure offered 

by Dar-El. Consequently, if the value of one measure increases, the value of 

the other measure must decrease by an equal amount. He to see how both 

measures can simultaneously evaluate the increasing complexity of a given set 

of ANs unless they are, in fact, the one and same measure! 

The measure proposed by Held, Karp and is motivated by their 

proposed dynamic programming algorithm to solve ALB pr.oblem. Counting 

the number of feasible sets yields the total of memory required 

by the algorithm and supplies a rough measure the computer time required for 

the calculations. Regrettably, as the authors themselves admit~ the counting 

procedure "may prove difficult to program efficiently for a computer because of 

its list processing structure and demands pattern recognition"; and that 

11 the amount: of work which this procedure requires on the way in which 

the elements are numbered". 

Confining ourselves now to the measures of complexity proposed within the 

domain of analysis of ANs (the first column o.f , interesting to 
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of tbe proposed measures. (These experiments are critically evaluated in the 

next section; see P• 19.) In fact, the question was not even .raised on whether 

these are ordinal or cardinal measures! 

In view of all this, it seemed to us appropriate to devote the next sec

tion to an exposition of the fundamentals of measurement theory, in the hope 

that this may clear the air from any misunderstanding concerning l~hat we are 

all attempting to do, which, in turn, may result in better measures. 
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2. ON MEASUREMENT AND MEASURES t 

Measurement. in the sense of mensural:iont is such an ingrained concept in 

our culture that one may pass through life without ever asking the question: 

What is "measurement" and why do we measur.e things? Even when the question is 

posed, one is usually dumbfounded for a few minutes searching for an answer, 

precisely because "measuring things" seems such a "natural11 activity. like 

breathing and eating, that one undertakes it without thinking - really thinking 

about it. After all, one does not go through life questioning every premise or 

postulate on which our culture is based; ~:me usually accepts such premises as 

"primitives" which require no further demc:mstration. Measurement seems to be 

such a 11natural" activity. 

But now that the question~ raised, it demands an answer, and the most 

general answer of which we are aware is that given by Churchman (ref. [5], p. 84) 

"The function of measurement is to develop a method for generating 
a class of information that will be useful to a "t-tide variety of 
problems and situations." (emphasis ours) 

As Churchman himself remarked, this is a very tentative proposition that can be 

clarified only by appeal to the histod.cal development and usage of measurement. 

The definition, however, seems to insist on two specific characteristics: 

(i) that measurement is a process; 

(ii) that the information generated from such a process must be useful 

over 11a wide variety of probleuts and situations". 

tTI1is section relies heavily on the writings of Churchman [5], Hirsch [20], 
Leonard [30], Morgenau [32], and Stevens [43]. 
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This latter assertion is the first explicit statement, of which l-7e are a't..rare, 

that connects measurement to the utilH:y of the measure. This concept plays a 

dominant role in our argument, and we shall return to it below (see Proposition). 

At this juncture we find it appropriate to mention the following quotation from 

Morgenau (ref. [32], p. 164): 

"If observation denotes what is coercively given in sensation, 
that which forms the last :l.nstance of appeal in every scien
tific explanation or prediction, and if theory is the construc
tive rationale serving to uaderstand and regularize observations, 
then measurement is the process that mediates between the two, 
the conversion of the immediate into constructs via numbers or, 
viewed thP. other way, .the contact of reason with nature." 

Thus, the ability of the "theoretical traveler" to both ei!lbark and debark at the 

"shore of empirical fact"t is ·the ulti1ute justification for concern with mea-

surement, and the embodiment of its "use". To be.sure, a sharper designation 

of the use of a measure will be needed in a particular application (such as the 

two uses of measures of network complexity mentioned in Section 1) since, 

interestingly enough, the use of the measure dictates the class of the measure 

itself and conversely, the class of th~! measure places certain restrictions on 

its use. 

But the above quote from Morgenau has added one more characterization of 

measurement, to 'tY"it, that it is achieVEid via numbers. True, this need not be 

the case, since one can use the letters of the alphabet, or words, or any other 

class of symbols to construct the desb~ed answer. But we shall adhere to the 

restriction that the process of measurement involves the assignment of numbers 

-...-A---~-----·---~-·---~---- -·----------------

t Horgenau, op. cit., p. 164. 
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to objects, and take that as an ..... ,~. ... ~~ .... measurement 

(in consonance ~fith the writings Campbell and Stevens [ ]). 

In advancing such a proposition one must be aware that numbers are, in a 

manner of speaking, both "good" and "bad" rather exceptional 

theory of the field of real 

numbers). 

Numbers are "good" because, for one thing, there are so many of them, so 

that one never runs out of numbers. for another. one can use some of their 

properties to convey intelligence beyond the mere labeling of things; for 

example, houses on the right side of a street may bear odd numbers, while 

houses on the left side are given even numbers. 

On the other hand, numbers are "bad" because of at two reasons. 

are of field of 

t the reals but not necessarily of the qualities possessed by the members of the 

population about which one is discoursing. For instance, numbers are both 

additive and commutative; thus 4 + 5 • 5 + 4 "" 9. The n..,n symbol here signi-

fies identity: the number· 4 when added to 

(i.e., in another member of the same field) 

in other words the result the number 9. 

5 in a number 

an object of temperature 1500°C 

(say molten steel) when "added" to another object of temperature 870°C (say 

molten lead) - where "addition" must be defined in a meaningful way - do not 

tThe adjective "quality" is defined precisely below. For the moment it is 
sufficient to apply its common usage. 
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result in an object of temperature 2370°C! Second, numbers possess --~--

properties that need not be shared by the qualities possessed by the 

of the population. For example, the number 24 is not only larger than the 

number 12, but also it is ttV'ice 12. But the house number 24 need not be twice 

the size of the house number 12 unless, of course, the numbering the 

was related, in a one-to-one basis, to their volume or floor area, which is 

almost never the case. 

ltJe therefore conclude that the process of measurement must be t>Tell-defined 

to clearly identify the permissible operations and/or interpretations relative 

to the resulting numbers. 

Thus far we have identified measurement as a process as well as a class of 

entities (the numbers). To put it differently, the word 11measure" connotes t\m 

usages: (i) as a verb: 11 to measure", which corresponds to the process of Mea-

surement$ such as in "to measure the complexity of P..Ns"; and ( 

"the measure", 't-7hich is the number assigned to the member of the 

such as in 11the measure of this table is 4 feet in length". 

as a noung 

According to Leonard [30], the process of measurement is a 

procedure that runs as follows: 

SteP-J: (The Recognition Step): Identify a population P of individuals Hhich 

are to be measured, and a range Q of qualities such that Q is a ;;..;.,;.......;....=;;;;;, 

gualitx ~f.· 

vle elaborate. \fuile many investigators define a quantity as a variable 

quality, we adhere to the definition of quantity as a set of For 

example, the quality ntall" varies from individual to individual, and one may 

legitimately view the quantity "height" as this variable quality of 11 
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What is proposed here is to interpret the quantity "height" as a set of quali

ties, where each point in the set now represents a different "quality", that is, 

a different "tallness". The number of points in the set Q may be countably 

finite or denumerable, or uncountably infinite. After some reflection the 

reader will agree that the interpretation of quantity as a set, while admittedly 

novel, is nevertheless plausible and, indeed, more meaningful for the process of 

measurement than the alternative interpretation. 

As another illustration that highlights the superiority of the set inter

pretation over the 11variable quality" interpretation, consider the case of a 

paint company that offers a finite range of colors. It may offer a set of 

Chips, with each chip bearing a different color. (The number of such chips 

normally does not exceed 500.) This set now defines, from the company's point 

of vie~11, the quantity called "color", and one need not go beyond such identifi

cation to specify either the quantity or the qualities embodied in it. The 

population in this case may be identified as all painted walls of buildines in 

the U.S. that use this company's products, which may be a large, albeit finite, 

population. 

Such a quantity Q is said to be nominal over P if it satisfies the 

following two conditions: 

(i) Q is mutually exclusive over P; i.e., the subset in P holding a par

ticular quality in Q is disjoint from any other subset in P holding 

any other quality in Q. (In our paint example, the walls identified 

with color chip 11Carolina blue" should be distinct from the t;)'alls 

identified l>Yith the color chip "Egyptian gold11
.) 
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Q P; i.e., each member in P holds a quality in Q, though there 

may be in Q not represented in P. the example, 

every in P must be identified Hith a color chip in Q, though 

some chips in Q may have never been used on any t~Yall.) 

Step B (The Identification Step): Establish operational and 

determining the quality in Q possessed by a member of P. 

criteria for 

The process of establishing the correspondence between an individual in P 

and a quality in Q may be simple and direct, or may be delicate and/or compli

cated. It may also vary with the context in which the identification is per

formed. Indeed, to identify the quality called "velocityn possessed by an 

atomic particle in an accelerator requires a process that is radically different 

from that for the of the same by a 

moving vehicle on road. The point to bear in mind is that the 

specification of this 

measurement. 

is an integral component of the process of 

The , so far, Steps A and B of this pro-

cess may be viewed as "tagging" each member of the population P with a tag that 

bears a quality in the set Q. For instance: each painted wall may be given a 

tag 'lvith the name of a color each adult American is given a that 

bears his occupation (assuminp: the quantity "occupations11 is a nominal quantity 

over all adult Americans); each table is given a tag that bears its height; etc. 

Step C (The Scaline Step): Establish a conventional arithmetical notation by 

which to record the possession of qualities in Q by members of P. 
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This is the activity that has traditionally occupied "measurers" &:i.nce the 

dawn of history: the "arithmetization" of the tag, the "assignment of numbers" 

in Steven's definition. 

A detailed exposition of this step would take us well beyond the scope of 

this expository note, as well as duplicate a good portion of Leonard's ar~ent. 

Rather, we remark that at the termination of Step Cone has a scale 9-~~e~s~re-

ments (denoted by s): each member of the population has been (or can be) 

identified as possessing one and only one quality in the set Q; that quality 

has been assigned a number, and the collection of these numbers is the scale 

of measurement. 

Harking back to our discussion above about the "good" and "bad" in the use 

of numbers, we would be remiss if ~1e do not alert the reader to the various pro

perties of numbers that have been inherited by different quantities which give 

rise to the existence of different scales of measurement. 

The minimal requirement in any process of recognition is the ability to 

identify equivalence. (We use the word "equivalence" in preference to the 'vord 

"equality", to avoid any possible confusion ("t-Yhich occurs quite frequently) with 

the concept of "identity". Clearly, t\1o individuals may be equivalent in occu

pation without being identical; i.e., without being the one and same individual.) 

If this is the _£lnly recognizable characteristic, then the result would be a 

nominal scale. The lai-rs for constructing such a scale are simple: each quality 

is accorded one number such that no t~1o qualities are accorded the same number. 

Evidently, the only question that n~y be answered in a meaningful way under 

a nominal scale is the following: If member ~ possesses the value x in Q and 

member ~possesses the value y in Q, is x identical to y? If yes, then a and b 

are equivalent relative to Q. If no, then a is not equivalent to ~ in Q; nothing 



more can be said. Any other relation of significance must be achieved by impos-

ing some additional rule(s) that the scale s must sat:i.sfy. 

For instance if, in addition to equivalence, one is also capable of iden-

tifyin~ relations R over Q and r over P such t~at R orders Q and r quasi-orders 

i· 
P and r in P indicates R in Q, then one would be capable of constructing an 

ordinal scale in which the relation 11 <91 (less than) between numbers reflects the 

relation R in Q and is mimicked relation r in P, and vice-versa. Of 

course, now the identification phase extends to determining the standing of any 

two members of the population in t~e relation r. This may be achieved by direct 

evaluation of equivalence of the t:'tio members of the population to a "standard", 

such as in the case of the paint company's color chips, or by direct evaluation 

of the tt-10 members without the intervening reference to a standard. (For 

instance, we may judge one object to be lighter than another by placing the two 

objects on the two pans of a balance scale, without kno'<'7ing the ~v-eight of 

either.) 

Evidently, an ordinal scale permits an axnanded question to be posed and 

meaningfully answered, namely: If objects ~ and ~ are ~ equivalent, is arb 

or bra? Once again, no mathematical relation of the numbers x and y possessed 

by the objects ~ and ~' respectively, is significant. For example, that y = 3x 

t Note the clear distinction bett-reen the relation R that orders Q and the relation 
r that quasi-orders P. A binary relation R is said to order Q if it is transi
tive, anti-symmetric~ irreflexive and, for any two members i and A of Q, either 
f is identically A» or or ARf. Quasi-ordering on P modifies this latter 
condition to read: for any two elements ~and~ in P~ either a is equivalent 
to ~' or ~rb, or ~ra. 
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or that y - x = 4.2 are totally without significance for the relation of a to b 

except insofar as these equations imply that x < y, 'tvhence !!rb. 

We have duelt at great length on the tt<1o scales, nominal and ordinal, for 

good reasons. First, it seems that, for a long time, the nominal scale uas not 

recognized as a bona fide "scale". Second, the ordinal scale is a grossly mis

understood, and misused, scale. The fact that the complete ordering in Q is 

reflected as a quasiorder in P is a subtle point that can be highlighted only 

after careful preparation; which is what we tried to accomplish, perhaps 

inadequately. Third, from this point onwards, one encounters the more familiar 

scales which increase in richness of structure until one encou~ters the cardinal 

absol~ scale. 

The various scales and their properties are summarized in Table 2. We wish 

to emphasize one more entry in that Table because of its relevance to our study 

of the complexity of AUs. 

The first scale to which one may meaningfully apply the more common statis

tical techniques of averaging, regression, interpolation, etc., is the cardinal 

interval scale. Such a scale is "invariant under linear transformation", in the 

sense that: (i} the difference between tt-Jo points on the scale remains the same 

after such linear transformation, and (ii} equal differences on the scale mea

sure equal separation between qualities. 

It is significant that none of the three proposed "coefficients" of network 

complexity" claimed to be on a cardinal interval scale. In fact, they are not. 

Consequently, we are puzzled by the use of CNC-P in all three experimental inves

tigations by Davis, Gordon and Patterson, in 't<Thich linear regression was the 

main methodology of analysis. since such methodology is evidently inapplicable! 
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Ordinal 

t Ordered-
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{ordinal-
interval) 

Linear
Interval 
(cardinal-
interval) 

tc?lf!tttlimic
Interval 

Ratio 
(Cardinal-
ratio) 

Cardinal 
Absolute 

FOOTNOTES: 

Statistics 

Heasures of Association or 
Location Dispersion Correlation 

Hode Information I Information 
H i transmitted, T I 

Contingency 

Hedian Percentiles Rank-order 
Co 

-ditto- -ditto-

Arithmetic j Std. deviation 1 Product
mean Avge. deviation ) movement 

Correlation; 
Correlation 
ratio 

-ditto- except applied to logari.t.hms values 

not knotm 

* 

Table 2. The Various Scales of Heasurement 

Significance 
Tests 

Chi square 

Sign test 
Run test 

-ditto-

t-test 
F-test 

tThe scale of "ordered metric" may be viewed as an aborted linear interval due to paucity of data, since it seems 
illogical to be able to identify the ranking of intervals according to "smaller than", but not be able to identify 
equality of intervals. 

tt A."l asterisk is used to denote "not applicable". 
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We digress momentarily. If one were to speculate on the origins of mea-

surement, as Stevens did (ref. [43), p. 21), it seems plausible that sensa-

tion felt by the first "measurer" was that of numerosity, to wit, that one pile 

of pebbles seems to possess fetl1er pebbles than another. To measure numerosity, 

the integers had to be invented; eventually leading to the discovery of the 

amazing correspondence betl-7een "laws" governing the natural numbers and "rules" 

of piles of pebbles. (For instancet the commutative law of numbers is a reflec

tion of the observed fact that 3 pebbles added to 5 pebbles end up with a pile 

of 8 pebbles, the identical pile obtained by adding the 5 pebbles to the J 

pebbles.) In that manner, perhaps, was botn the identification of mathematics 

with numbers (which, we have just seen, are the final outcome of measurement), 

to the chagrin of 11blue blood" mathematicians and the delight of everyone else. 

The step from "numerosity" to "length" seems a logical step, and one may 

still be justified in assuming that the measurement of length followed that of 

numerosity in short order. It is significant that both measures satisfy the 

axiom of additivity, which, together with other measures that obey the same 

axiom, led to the notion of "fundamental" measures versus "derived" measures 

(such as that of density). Other measures, and other classificationst appeared 

over the recorded history of scientific thought, and it would be presumptous of 

us to even give the appearance of writing an essay on the history of measure

ment in this brief note. But we do tll'ish to emphasize the fact that while the 

-----------

t For instance: extensive ~· intensive measures. 
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two measures alluded to above (of numerosity and length in addition to others, 

such as those of weight), do possess that remarkable property of additivity, 

there are many measures that do not possess that characteristic, such as mea

sures of temperature, loudness, roughness and viscosity. 

In fact, we wish to go one step further and propose that, in general, one 

cannot predict even the form that the measurement of the sensation in question 

will eventually assume, or the axioms such measur~me_I!!:_ wiJ.J:. obey. As exarrtples, 

'il7e cite the measurement of "utility" (corresponding to the sensation of useful

ness or worthiness) which is, in general, nonadditive, and the measurement of 

"information" (corresponding to the sensation of ascertaining what 'tV'as previously 

uncertain) which is additive. Both measures rely on concepts of probability, but 

in radically different ways. More significantly, while all the quantities men-

tioned so far required ~ number to possession of a quality, the 

sensation of "heat" originally required two numbers to represent such possession, 

with the resultant vector (q,T), where q measured energy "content" and T mea

sured heat "potential" (this was modified later to the single measure of entropy 

ds = dq/T). It is highly probable that future see more examples of mea-

sures that are vectors rather than single parameters. This may have the advan

tage of preserving the identity of several quantities, each possessing one of 

the "richer" scales of measurement (such as ~nal. interval or ratio scales), 

but whose "mix!! defines a quantity that can, at best, correspond to a nominal 

scale. In fact, we shall propose such vectors for the measurement of network 

complexity. vJe also put forward the follo~..ring. 

PROPOSITION: The definition of the quantity Q must also contain a statement 

on the ultimate use of the measure. 
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We readily concede that this Proposition seems absurd within the context of 

physical quantities; for example, the measurement of temperature should be the 

same independent of the use of the resultant measure. But He submit that it is 

not absurd at all in other contexts, such as in psychological or psychophysical 

measurements. Indeed, the history of survey sampling. and industrial engi

neering, attests to the fact that the quantity measured (such as time to perform 

a set of tasks) may very well yield ~~o different scales for two different uses 

(in which task a is more difficult than task b in one scale, and the reverse is 

true in the other)! We also submit that the measurement of network complexity 

cannot be accomplished in a meaningful manner unless the use of the measure is 

specified a priori. Such definition will then constitute an integral component 

of the definition of the quantity under investigation. 

As a consequence of our insistence on including "use" as an integral compo

nent of the quantity, the apparently "one and same" network may be "complex91 on 

one scale and "easy" on another. We insist that the network in question is not 

"one and the same" net't..rork because of the difference in ~ of the measure. 

Though we have dwelt at some length on the philosophical foundations of 

measurement, there are hJo issues of a philosophical nature that remain unan

swered; they are: 

(i) Is the measure of network complexity a quality possessed by the net

work or by the (analytical) procedure used in the analysis of the 

network? In other words, is "complexity" an inherent property of 

the network, or is it necessarily confounded by the procedure used 

in the analysis? 
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(ii) In the sequel, we propose a "calibrating function" that maps a vector 

of measures of disparate quantities into the real line. What pro

perties, if any~ of the original scales are "inherited" by the 

resulting (single) measure? For instance, if each quantity in the 

vector has a cardinal interval scale, would the resulting measure be 

also defined on a cardinal interval scale? 

We postpone the discussion of these t't'lo issues until after we have del in

eated the proposed measures of network complexity. in the hope that our discussior 

will then be more meaningful. 



3. SUGGESTED ~1EASURES OF NETWOm< COMPLEXITY (MNC) 

We discuss measures of network complexity under three objectives of network 

analysis: 

1. To determine the critical path in deterministic activity ne~Norkst [17]. 

2. To determine the distribution function of the completion time of a pra

tt ject in probabilistic activity networks [17]. 

3. To determine the optimal schedule under the constrained availability of 

a single resource. 

We discuss the proposed t1NC for each objective separately. For the first two 

objectives. we assume that activities are represented by arcs and events by 

nodes (the A-on-A mode of representation), while for the third objective we 

assume that activities are represented by nodes and events by arcs (the A-on-n 

mode of representation). 

OBJECTIVE 1: To Determine the Critical Path 

When the objective of analysis is the determination of the critical path, 

it seems logical to use the "number of elementary operations" as the independent 

variable, s1nce the effort expended in the determination of the critical path is 

directly proportional to the number of such operations. These latter have two 

t These are ANs in which all activity durations are assumed known deterministi-
cally. 

tt These are ANs in which some, or all, activities are random variables (hence 
the project completion time is also a r.v.). 
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components: additions and comparisons. The number of additions is equal to the 

sum of outgoing arcs from all nodes except the first. The number of comparisons 

is equal to A - N + 1, where A denotes the number of arcs and N the number of 

nodes in the AN. 

Let e1 denote the number of outgoing arcs from node i and E = 

desired measure of complexity is given by 

The 

(HNC) 1 = g1(E; A-N+l). (1) 

The function g1 is the (monotone increasing) calibration funct:i.on. which is 

to be determined empirically, and '!:Yhose fonD. and value depend on the procedure 

to calculate the critical path, the computer hardware and sofb~are, the pro-

grammer's skill, etc. For any fixed value of N, it is easy to see that 

1 ~ ei ~ N - i, i 'I 1; and N - 1 ~ A~ !HN-1) /2, with the upper bound on A 

t achieved for a "completely connected network". Thus the domain of g
1 

has a 

well-defined origin, namely, (N-2, 0), and maximal value, namely, 

( (N-1)(1-t-2) N (N-1) - N + 1'. 
2 • 2 ·J 

Applying the (~1NC) 1 to the networks of Figure 1, one sees that relative to 

this objective networks (a)~ (c) have identical measures (= g1(2,2)) which 

is different from the measure for network (b) (= g1(3,2)). 

tWe assume that the nodes of the network are numbered consecutively 1,2, ••• ,N, 
and that an arrow leads from a small number to a larger one. 
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(A) E = 2; A - N + 1 = 2; 
q = oj rn = 0 

\ 

ls) E = 3; A - N + 1 = 2; 
q = 2; rn = 2 

(c) E = 2; A - N + 1 = 2; 
q = 0; rn = 3 

ElGlJBLl, THREE S Hf LE NETVJO RKS 



OBJECTIVE 2: The Analytical Determination of the Probability Distribution 

Function of the Terminal Event 

It is assumed that the activity durations are random variables '.rith knolm 

P. d. f. 1 s. We denote the time of realization of the terminal node by TN' a ran

dom variable which is distributed as the maximum of the (finite set of) paths 

from the start node (see [17]). 

Tite analytical determination of the p.d.f. of TN involves three basic 

operations: the convolution of arcs in series, the multiplication of p.d.f.'s 

of paths in parallel, and the integration over the "conditioned" arcs (i.e.» the 

activities ~1hose durations were conditionally fixed in order to reduce the net-

v1ork to a set of paths in parallel) • 

The rationale for this procedure is as follows, If all paths were in 

parallel, the p.d. f. of the terminal event \vould be simply the product of the 

p.d.f.'s of the individual paths. For paths not in parallel, one fixes the 

duration of some arcs in order to reduce the paths to parallel ones. Hultiplying 

the p.d.f.'s nm~ yields the p.d.f. of the terminal event conditioned on the - .,.--

values of the specified ~· One then removes the conditioninp through multiple 

integration over th~ p.d.f.'s of these arcs. We insist on the minimum number of 

such arcs in order to ensure the minimum amount of effort. 

The number of convolutions is equal to the number of additions in determin

istic activity netuorks, which 't-tas determined above to be equal to E = l e~. 
i:;'l ... 

The number of multiplications of p.d.f.'s is equal to the number of paths (and 

subpaths) in parallel which, in turn, is equal to the sum of outgoing arcs fro~ 

nodes \-lith more than one outgoing arc. Denoting this sum by m, ~ve have that 

m = (E ei I ei > 1). Finally, the minimum number of "conditioned" arcs is 

determined by a procedure due to Burt and Garman [3]. We denote this number by q. 
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t.ffi.ere, again, g2 is the calibration function. Evidently, g2 varies ~-1it:1 the 

size of the network as given by N. Hm·1ever, for any fixed N, the measure varies 

between g2(0, 0, N-2) and g2(N-l, (N(N-1) /2) - 1, (H-2) (N-1) /2). These argu

ments of g2 are easily deduced from the observation that 0 ~ q ~ N - 1 and 

0 ~m ~ (N(N-1)/2)- 1. 

Applying; this measure to the net\·mrks of Figure 1, one discovers that 

relative to this objective all three networks may have different measures: for 

(a) we have g2(0,0,2); for (b) t..re have g2(2,2,3); and for (c) ue have g
2
(3,3,2). 

Comparing this statement ldth the conclusion under Objective 1, vle discover 

that the network in (c) is simultaneously "easy" and "complex11
, depending on t~1e 

objective of analysis, as we previous asserted. 

OBJECTIVE 3: Scheduling Tasks on a Single Resource 

Scheduling precedence-related tasks under limited availabilitY of several 

resources is the objective behind all the measures of netw-ork complexity pro

posed in the literature to date of t-mich we are aware. However, our objective 

is much less ambitious: \-1e limit the problem to resources '~<Tith unit avail

ability each that are demanded by all the activities. Our discussion will be 

concerned with only a single resource -- extension to several resources is 

straightfon..rard. 

Under this restricted objective, it seems logical to use the number of 

feasible sequences as the independent variable. Indeed, if the resultinr, n-job, 
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!-machine problem is liP-hard t, this imply that there is very little like-

lihood of ever finding a polynomial-bounded algorithm to solve the problem. As 

a result one must resort to implicit enumeration schemes that "operate" on. the 

space of feasible sequences. Almost all problems of project scheduling under 

limited resources fall in this category. 

On the other hand, if the resulting problem is one for which polynomial-

tt bounded algorithms exist , the number of feasible sequences is no longer 

related to the effo~t expended, and the calibration of the scale should be made 

relative to the argument of the polynomial. 

Let S denote the number of feasible sequences, then the proposed rueasure 

is given by 

(MNC) J = g
3 

(S) (3) 

The only remainine task is to propose an algorithm by which the value of S 

is determined. Unfortunately, this is no minor feat since, in the presence of 

precedence relations, the number of feasible sequences is reduced from its 

tThe problem of scheduling n jobs on a singl.a machine subject to general prece
dence relations has been shown to be 11'1:-lP-complete" if the objective functions 
used are the minimization of total weighted completion time or the minimization 
of total tardiness (see Lawler [27] and Rinnooy Kan [37]). 

+t 
' For certain objective functions and special cases of preced.ance relations poly-
n~mial-bounded algorithms have been presented. For the case of minimizin~ t~e 

2 mM.Ximum completion cost, La~ller [25] has presented an O(n ) algorithm. For the 
objective of minimizing the total ueighted completion time, Adolphson and Hu [1] 
give an O(n loe n) algorithm for rooted trees, and Lm1ler [27] presents an 
O(n lor, n) algorithm for series parallel digraphs. 
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maximal value of n! (which is the number of sequences in the case of n indepen

dent tasks), in a manner that is dependent on the relations themselves! 

To this end, define the position matrix to be anN x N matrix a= [m1j] of 

zeros and ones, obtained from the precedence diagram as follows. The rows stand 

for the activities (i.e., tasks) and the columns for the possible rank order in 

a feasible sequence. If task ! has s ~ 0 successors and p ~ 0 precedora. then 

mij = 1 for j = p+l, p+2, ••• ,N-s. Let the permanent function of a, denoted by 

perm(M), be defined by 

tation of the numbers 1 to N, and the summation is taken over all such permuta

tions. (Basically, the permanent of a square matrix is calculated stmllar to a 

detet:mi.rumt except with no sign changes.) 

It is easy to demonstrate that 

where M is the corresponding position matrix. To achieve equality - and hence 

get an exact count of the feasibl.::: sequences S - one must evaluate perme1) 

dynamically, that is, one must modify the position matrix conditional upon the 

partial sequence generated at any stage of the calculation. Denoting this con

ditionally determined permanent by perm~lf), we assert that the desired count 

is given by 

( 4) 

Appendix B gives more details on the permanent function, as well as on its 

dynamical updating. 
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experiences exponential growth in the number of tasks to be scheduled. Nijenhuis 

and Wilf [33] present a FORTRAJ:l program that a total of elE?mentary 

operations (multiplication and addition); a similar computer proeram is given in 

Shriver, Eberlein and Dixon [39]. To the best of our knowledge the calculation 

of perm(Mc) has not been prograrom~d for computation. 

Nevertheless, the value of S may be easily determined for some special 

classes of networks; see Appendix 1>. For instance, for Y- parallel chains each 

containing nk tasks, it is easy to see that (assuming Activity-on-!lode mode of 

representation) 

K 

s = < r 
k=l 

On the other hand, let (J,R) be an 

K 
!/IT 

k=l 
I) 

in "W'hich J is the set of jobs 

and R denotes the precedence relation, that can be partitioned into m parallel 

denote the num-

ber of feasible sequences for the subnetwork ( 

corresponding maximum number of sequences (/;. 

feasible sequences for the parent network (J,R) is 

~ and s1 denote the ,max 

the number of 

by 

This relation can be used recursively to determine the number of feasible 

networks [2B]. 

(5) 

Applying (Ml~C) 3 of Eq. (3) to the three networks of Figure 1 (assuming one 

resource \o7ith unit availability) one obtains S "" 30 (log2s = 4. 91) • a · a 



Consequently, for the 

purposes· scheduling the 

availability, 

(HNC) > (HNC) > 01NC)b. a c 

Interestingly, net:tvoork (a) ~1hich was the easiest network for the purpose of 

evaluating the p.d.f. the terminal event is the mo~t difficult relative to 

scheduling the five jobs on one processor! 

It would have been advantageous if the above derived measure of networt 

complexity t-Tere still valid for the of a number of prece-

dence-related 

so-called resource-constrained project problem) • Unfortunately, t~1is 

is not the case as the example of • 2. Tl'or the 

precedence diagram of Fig. 2a, the parallel chain formula derived above yields 

S = 3. However, if this project is to be scheduled using two resources A and B 

with unit availability and if activities 1 and 2 require resource A and activity 

3 requires resource B, the resulting number of sequences is equal to S = 6 as 

shown in Fig. 2c. For the probl~m of varyin3 resource availabilities over time, 

matters get even more complicated and we do not knou of an exact measure of net-

work complexity. However, it seems evid~nt to us that the structure of the net-

work - in vlhichever way it is measured - will not be sufficient: to reflect the 

difficulty encountered in the resolution of such problems. In particular, the 

availability of resources must an important role, and we conjecture that 
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the relationship between network complexity and resource availability would be 

as depicted in Figure 3. Indeed. resources are only available in extremely 

small amounts, there will be relatively little freedom in scheduling the activi

ties (for instance, the activities may have to be placed in series and the 

resulting project duration will equal the sum of activity durations), whence 

the complexity should be quite small (point A in Fig. 3). 

If, on the other hand, resources are amply available, the activities can simply 

be scheduled in parallel and the resulting pro_ject duration will be equal to the 

critical path length. Hence, the complexity should equal zero (point B in 

Fig. 3). The problem is to obtain the exact shape of the complexity cut.-ve in 

the regiotl bet..;qeen these t:\..ro extremes. Unfortunately • we do not know of any 

measure that is able to resolve this problem. 
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4. SOME FURTHER CONSIDERATIONS 

Our discussion demands some elaboration to clarify some of the issues that 

have deeper and more fundamental tmplications. In addition to the two points 

raised at the end of Section 2, we must also consider the two issues of: 

(iii) the axiomatic treatment of rfi~Cs, and (iv) suggestions for further research. 

We treat these issues in the order of their mention in this report. 

(i) The possible confounding of the l1NC by the procedure of analysis 

We paraphrase the issue raised on p. 24 as follolV'S: vJhat is the degree of 

validity of the proposed rn~cs, especially relative to their possible confounding 

by the assumed (analytical) procedure used in the analysis? For instance, con

sider Objective 2: does (M!.lC) 2 measure an intrinsic property of the AN, or does 

it measure the complexity of the M~ assuming that the analytical procedure used 

is that of "convolving" activities in series, "multiplying" activities in 

parallel, and "conditioning" on a subset of activities? 

The issue is brou~lt more forcefully to the fore if one considers Objective 

3 and the corresponding (tmc)
3

• The rationale of using the number of feasible 

sequences S as the argument of g
3 

depends heavily on the assumption that an 

implicit enumeraticm schem~ "of the conventional type" 'l.'lill be used. What if 

another procedure is utilized that avoids such "conventional" search; would 

g3(S) retain its validity? 

Perhaps an analogy with similar problems in other contexts would help shed 

some light on the issue raised here. 

Consider a linear programming problem. The number of feasible points 

(assuming a well-posed problem) is uncountahly infinite. Prior to the develop-
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search to only finitely many 

points (albeit there may be a of them). The newly developed pro-

cedure rendered the existence of an infinite number feasible points completely 

irrelevant! At the time refinements on the algorithmic proce-

dures of LP yield an estimate of complexity O(mn), where m is the number of 

independent constraints and n is the number of variables.t Is this estimate 

intrinsic to the LP model, or is it dependent on the very procedure utilized in 

its solution? 

As another example, consider the search for the maximum of a unimod6l func-

tion. Typically, the width of the interval of uncertainty is taken as the mea-

sure of the complexity the problem , if Fibonacci search is utilized). 

But if the function is tractable, use of differential calculus may 

yield the maximum and the width of interval becomes irrelevant! 

Can one separate the part of the problem from the procedure used to 

resolve it in the determination of the s complexity? 

We concede that, the is entwined with which-

ever intrinsic properties we and characterize as the "d~temining factors" 

under current technology (such as the number of feasible sequences S). If the 

technology changes then the measure may also change. The measures pro~osed in 

the previous section may be in this light. They may indeed prove to be 

ephemeral, although we doubt that this is the case. 

t He may also add that it is an open whether LP problems are in class 
P or NP l 



(ii) The calibrating function and 11 inhedted11 properties 

We inquired on p. 25 about the properties of the independent parameter(s) 

that may be "inherited" by the dependent (or derived) measure. This inquiry is 

motivated by the follo~ving considerations. 

At the outset, we remark that there are several instances of physical and 

other measurements that do "inherit11 such properties. For instance, measures of 

both area and volume are nonlinear functions of length, but both are additive 

measures. Both area and volume "inherit" that property from length. Hore 

interestingly, entropy is an additive measure despite the fact that one of the 

two quantities defining it, namely temperature, is not additive, while the other 

quantity, namely the heat "content'' or energy, is additive t 

Second, we conjecture that measures of network complexity, such as those of 

concern to us here, shall continue to be determined by a vector of quantities. 

Each of these quantities may possess a rather rich scale (in fact, each of the 

quantities in the three proposed measures of Eqs. (1) to (3) possesses a cardinal 

absolute scale). Of course, one is always assured of a nominal scale when such 

a vector of quantities is available, by the simple device of associating a 

different number with each possible realization of measurement on the vector 

components. The question is: can a richer scale be assured if the individual 

component measures possess richer scales? 

We do not knotll' the definitive answer to this question, but 'tve suspect that 

the answer is in the negative: in general, properties of indivictual scales are 

~ inherited by the derived measure. (For instance. specific gravity is non

additive although both its constituent quantities, weig~t and volume, are 

additive!) 



tUthin the context of A!Js, a 

i = 1, 2 and 3; is on a 

a scale could be established; but we lack the 

to demonstrate its availability. 

(iii) The axiomatic treatment of t1NCs 

is whether (MNC) i; . 

scale. We suspect that such 

experimental evidence 

It seems natural to demand, a that the proposed measures satisfy a 

(minimal) set of axioms in the sense that any other axiom may be 

derived from them). Although we cannot, at the present time, assert the minima

lity of the following two axioms, we state them as the object of future verifi

cation of minimality: 

Axiom 1: Simplification of a network removing an acUvity cannot 

lead to an in the HNC; and complication 

by adding an ,ani"IOI:: d&f"et~.$£. the M N"C. 

(Corollary. The calibrating functions 

in their arguments.) 

are increasing in each parameter 

.Axiom 2: For a specific objective of analysis, equal "amounts of com

plication" to t'l-70 networks of different complexities should 

augment the complexity of the more complex network by an 

amount not less than the augmentation in complexity of the 

less complex 

Here, the "amount of complication" is measured along the same scale as 

the :me. The axiom simply asserts that, for instance, adding one task and its 
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precedence relations to a complex network should increase its complexity by an 

amount that is at least equal to the increase in complexity of a less complex 

network if the same task and its precedence relations were added to it. 

We assert that the three measures suggested in the previous section sati.sfy 

both axioms. 

(iv) Suggestions for furt~er research 

Our discussion in the previous sections indicate the follo~1ing items as 

avenues of future research, some of ~~hich we are currently pursuing and hope 

to report on in the near future. 

a. Determine the functional relationship betueen the (HllC) i and its 

arguments. 

b. Determine the properties of the scales of (HNC) 
1

. 

c. Demonstrate the minimality of the two axioms, or else, construct 

the minimal set of axioms. 
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APPENDIX A 

DETAILED REVIml OF LITERATURE 

1. Activity Networks Literature 

Several authors suggest the so-called coefficient of networ~ complexity 

(CNC) as a measure of the logic of ~is. Interestingly, given this underlying 

principle, the CNC has received three separate mathematical definitions, all 

related to the number of arcs A (activities) and the number of nodes N 

(events) in the network: 

CNC- P = A/N t (Pascoe [34]) 

CNC - D ... 2(A-N+l)/(N-l)(N-2) (Davies [12, 13]) 

CNC - K = A2/N (Kaimann [23, 24]) 

All three measures stem from the basic assumption chat the coefficients mea-

sure the degree of "interconnectedness" of a network, where this interconnec-

tedness (in terms of network logic) influences the time when an activity can 

be scheduled. In other words, for a given number of nodes an increase in the 

number of arcs indicates an increase in interconnectedness of the network and 

will correspondingly increase the value of 11 complexity". 

t This measure, originated by Pascoe for activity-on-the-arroH networks, was also 
used in experiments performed em activity-on-node net\<mrks by Davis [14, 15] 
and Patterson [35]. It should be noted immediately that these authors propose 
several other measures for other aspects of the networks such as the shape, 
the size, the time and resource characteristics (see also the experiment con
ducted by Gordon [18]). 
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Patterson [JS] and Gordon [ 
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scene can be 
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summary measures based on resource appear to 

be more in in duration that the 

CP than other measures, measure CUC-P. 

Patterson [35] examines several charac-

teristics of in an 

attempt to predict the solution single-

and multiproject data. The ====;:;. ~~~-=~~:~. -=-=-=..:::.:=.. examined include least 

total float, greatest resource resource demand, 

resource scheduling method, , greatest resource 

usage, earliest late finish time, most 

tion. The ..;::;..::.:;;::.;;:;.;:;;.=;;;;. 

of the delays beyond the 

tion of the sum of the total 

weights are the size of 

unit requirements ( work for 

zation of the increase in critical 

are: the 

for all 

random selec

of the sum 

the minimiza-

' where the 

total resource

and the minimi

Hhe:re the group of 

projects are conjoined by 

are divided into three 

nodes to form one ect. The 

In one 

parameters are 

includes, in addition to the CNC-P 

which to measure the 

time and network-based 

is. This category 

above, t1ro 
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T-DENSITY (Total Activity Density)t • 

l max{O, Number of Predecessor Activities - Number of 
N Successor Activities} 

T-DENSITY XDENSITY (Average Activity Density) = N , 

where N denotes the nodes in the network. In the second category$ time and 

network-based parameters are computed subsequent to critical path analysis. 

The third category includes resource-based parameters which are generally 

computed subseguent to critical path analysis. A FORTRAN program was written 

to calculate the parameters for t~~o large data sets. The first data set 

consists of 60 multi-project scheduling problems involving 6 to 10 projects 

each, each project consisting of 20 to 40 activities. Thirteen different 

resource categories were involved, and each activity demanded fixed, positive 

amounts of resources from as many as 13 resource categories. The second set 

consists of 83 single project scheduling problems generated by Davis [15] 

for use in testing his bounded enumeration algorithm. ~e values obtained 

then served as independent variables in regression models to predict the 

he~ristic performance of the above-mentioned scheduling rules, leading to the 

conclusion that again the resource-based parameters are the most important. 

Gordon [18] conducted an experiment which was set up to test the hypoth-

esis that a numerical categorization of project networks '1-rould form a useful 

t The total activity density was originally proposed by Johnson [22]. 



basis for evaluatinB alternative scheduling priority rules for resource allo-

cation procedures. To this end several regressions were run on 47 real-life 

networks using 14 heuristic scheduling priority rules. the dependent variable 

being the percentage increase project duration above the critical path 

duration for three resource utilization levels. TI1e author combined four 

t neeYrork categorization parameters , among Hhich 'tM.s the above-defined CNC-P • 

into a single scaling factor. coming to the conclusion that the individual 

factors, hence the CNC-P, showed little or no correlation. but that the high 

correlation was obtained for the scaling factor supported the above-stated 

hypothesis. 

Thesen [45, 46] defines restrictiveness of ~project scheduling network 

to be a measure of the degree to which the number of possible scheduling 

t Apart from the coefficient of netHork complexity, the follovdnr: parameters 
uere included~ 

Density = ~ activity durations 
E activity durations + ~ total float 

number of activities on critical path 
Aspect ratio "" max. number of activities in parallel on early start basis 

fa~tn- _ total requirement for resources 
Resource .... "'"' - max. requirement for resources on an earliest start basis 

The scale factor was then computed as 

complexity 
density 

X (aspect ratio+ resource factor). 
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sequences has been the of requirements. 

He claims a measure to be 

R"" 1- s 

where S is the number act sequences for the net-

work and S is 
max 

sequences po~3sible if all sequence 

restrictions were removed. a precedence restrictions 

would have R "" 0 and a connected project network allowing only one feasi-

ble sequence would have R • 1. For small networks, S can be determined by 

enumeration, and exact values for R can be obtained. For larger networks, 

Thesen can only obtain esttmations of S and R through the use of 

more than 40 indirect estimators, several of which are rather ambiguous in 

their definition in of range. 

2. 

In the assembly line several measures have been 

presented that seem to be related to the problem dealt with in 

this report. Held, Karp and Shareshian [ ] a subset 

s = {Ji, Ji , ••• ,Ji } 
1 2 n(S) 

feasible if Jj~ S and Ji imply that E S. In other words, a feasible 

subset is one that may be executed in without the prior execution 

of any other job. of subsets, for which they 

present a manual procedure, yields the total number of memory locations 

required for the dynamic programming algorithm and supplies a rough measure 

of the time required for the 
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Ignall [21] is the first author we are aware of who relates the number of 

feasible sequences to the 11complexity" of the underlying precedence network. 

If there are r precedence relations among the N tasks, he estimates that there 

r t are roughly Nl/2 distinct feasible sequen~es • Although this measure seems 

to be a "good" estimator of the number of feasible sequences, it is not an 

exact one, since N tasks forming a single chain have exactly ~ possible 

sequence, and not NI/2N-l which we would otherwise obtain. 

Mastor [31] asserts that the strength of the partial orderiug among work 

elements affects the number of alternate production lines that may be estab-

lished. If a partial ordering is "strong" there are few alternate ways to 

assign work elements to stations, while a "weak" partial ordering permits work 

elements to be assigned in many different ways. If k denotes the total number 

of ordered pairs (where the ordering is either direct or transitive) and k max 

denotes the maximum possible number of ordered pairs (i.e., N(N-1)/2), then 

the order strength, OS, is defined as 

k OS==
k max 

Cooper [9] uses the order strength to characterize the structure of the project 

graph for generating project sets in order to test heuristics for resource-

constrained project scheduling. 

tThis measure has later been used to describe the "complexity" of a set of 
line balancing problems (see e.g. [44]). 
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Dar-El [10, 11] uses the so-called flexibility ratio (F-ratio) as "an 

indicator of the number of feasible sequences that could be generated from an 

n-element assembly task". This flexibility ratio is computed from the corres-

ponding (0-1) precedence matrix (only the portion above the main diagonal) 

as follat·Ys: 

F-ratio Number of ~eros in the half matrix ..,_ ===::-o::----..,..-
Total number of calls in the partial matrix 

2Il 
"" _N..,..(l .... ~--1,...) 

''~here II denotes the number of zeros. 

Interestingly, the order strength seems to focus on the presence of pre-

cedence relations, 'vhile the flexibility ratio focuses on the absence of pre-

cedence relations; hence both measures are in a sense complementary! To see 

this, take the precedence network and the correspondinp. half matrix of 

Figure Al. The total number of ordered pairs is equal to :1(U-1) /2 = k = fi. 
max 

Hot1 the value of k used in the nominator of the OS-formula is equal to the 

number of 1 's in the half matrix, hence k = 6; i.e., there an six ordered 

pairs. There are no zeros in the half matrix, hence OS = ~ = 1 and 

a F-ratio = 6 = 0. As a result, the two measures have conplementary scales: 

Figure Al 

for serially ordered activities, the F-ratio = 0 and OS = 1; and for jobs 

'dthout precedence relations, the F-ratio = 1 and OS = 0. That neither the 
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1 2 3 4 

FIGURE A1. PRECEDENCE NETWORK AND CORRESPONDING 
HALF f1ATRIX 

1 1 1 

1 1 

1 

1 2 3 4 

FIGURE A2. PRECEDENCE rJEHJORK Arm coRREsro~m I NG 
HALF f1ATR I X 

1 2 3 4 

FIGURE A3. PRECEDENCE !~EHJORK AND CORRESPOiW I NG 
HALF f1ATRIX 



F-ratio, nor the OS are valid estimators the number of feasible sequences 

can be seen from the following simple example. 

Computing these measures for the network of Figure A2 yields an 

(F-ratio) 1 = 2(3)/4(4-1) = 0.5 and an (OS) 1 "" 3/6 = 0.5. 

Consider nm-1 the network depicted in Figure A3. The F-ratio for this net>'mrk 

is (F-ratio) 2 = 2(3)/4(4-1) = 0.5 and the order strength is (OS) 2 = 3/6 = 0.5. 

t Figure A3 t 

':!:he number of feasible sequences, how·ever, equals S = 4 for the net,vork of 

Figure A2 and S = 6 for the net-v10rk of Figure A3. as shown in Figure A4. So, 

although the number of feasible sequences has increased, the F-ratio and the 

OS remain unchanged! 

3. Job Shop Scheduling Literature 

Spencer [41, 42] recognizes the possibility of interdependence among jobs 

not present in "pure" job shop or flow shop sequencing models. This interde

pendence may be represented by technological precedence arrmvs inserted between 

previously unrelated paths of the sequencing network. The maximum number of 
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machine schedules for this so-called dependent shop model depends upon the 

degree of technological dependence by the. network diagram. To 

illustrate this, Spencer [42] considers a network with n activities. Each 

of these activities is identified by the facility required to perform the 

processing, say j, where j • 1,2, ••• ,m. ·Let SET(j) represent the nodes'· 

requiring some facility j and let n(j) represent the total number of activities 
m 

requiring facility j so that n = L n(j). Now, consider the possible domi
j=l 

nance of some node N(i) j over another node N(k) j, both of which require pro-

cessing on facility j. Spencer claims that this precedence, or "activity 

dominance", has the effect of reducing the maximum number of machine schedules 

possible. The expression can be written as 

where 

n(j) 
DENOH(j) = n 

1-1 

Tfm ..Eli)_! -
H:AXPOS(DS) "" DENOJ'i(j) 

r-1 + number of activities requiring facility j -, 
Lwhich are dominated by node i, ~-1here i,j E SET(jU 

and HAXPOS(DS) denotes the maximum possible number of schedules for the depen-

dent shop. This measure is obviously not exact, as shown by the example of 

Figure Al. The four activities fv:m a single chain to be processed on one 

machine. This chain has exactly one sequence and not 

____________ f±J ----·-··----r"" 2 4 which one would obtain using MAX.POS(DS) 
[1+3] + [1+2] + [1+1] + [1+0 . • . . • 
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APPENDIX B 

COUNTING THE NUMBER OF FEASIBLE SEgUEHCES 

1. The Permanent Function and Its Dynamical Updating 

It was mentioned in Section 3 that S < perm(H). Equality in this expres

sion is always achieved for (a) unordered,tasks, (b) single chains, and 

(c) the case where only three precedence-related tasks need to be scheduled. 

For case (a)t the position matrix consists of all ones. As a result (see [29]), 

perm(r-1) "" n!, which yields the exact number of feasible sequences. For case 

(b), M is an identity matrix, for which perm(M) = 1, which again yields the 

exact S-value. If three precedence-related tasks need to be scheduled, direct 

t computation shom:~ that S = permO.O for each meaningful case. 

In general, however, the exact count of the feasible sequences is given 

by S = pem(Hc). The initial position matrix M can indeed be looked at as an 

nxn matrix of zeros and ones, in which 

t 

if task i is permitted to occupy the jth place, 

otherwise. 

We need only distinguish between the case where there is a single arc in the 
activity-on-node network, and the case where the number of arcs equals tlvo. 
TI1e case of three arcs need not be considered, since one of the arcs would 
denote a redundant (i.e., transitive) precedence relation. 
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From the definition of the permanent function [8, 38], it follows that perm(M) 

specifies the class of permutations in which the positions of the tasks after 

permutation are restricted. Consequently, decomposition of the original nxn 

position matrix (where n > 3) in order to compute the number of possible 

sequences recursively as the sun1 of the permutations in the "residual network" 

when a feasible task is plac~d ahead in sequence, might overestimate the exact 

number of feasible sequences. As a result, one must dynamic~J1Y evaluate the 

permanent of M, modifying the po,sition 111atrix, if necessary. This can best be 

illustrated using a problem example. 

Direct computation of perm(M) for the precedence network of Figure Bl, 

yields 

(1 1 
perm(M) = lxperm .i 1 

1 

1), (1 '1 1 + lxperm 1 1 
1 . . 1 1 

:::: 14, 

which overestimates the exact number of feasible sequences. 

Uow·ever, 

perm(M
0

) •lx penn ( ~ 

"" 12, 

1 
1 
1 

Figv:re Bl 

i ) + lxperm ( ; 
1. . 1 

1 
1 
1 

1 
1 
1 

1 
1 
1 



yields the exact S-value, since it reflects the condition that task still has 

task as a predecessor task is , and task 2 has task l as a 

predecessor if task 4 if first. 

Unfortunately, the determination of S in the above manner is a procedure 

"idch gro1..rs el!:ponentially in the number of tasks to be scheduled. Ue will 

show below, however, that the exact value of S may be rather easily determined 

for some special classes of networks. 

2. Counting the Number of Sequences for Speci~l Classes of Networks 

a. Parallel Chain letworks 

Assertion Bl. For K parallel chains each containing nk Casks, 

Proof. Eliminating the precedence constraints, the total number of sequences 
K 

is obtained as ( L ~)I. For each of the ~-task chains this total number has 
k=l 

to be divided by ~ t. Since there are K chains in parallel, the result follov1s. 

b. Trees and Forests 

A network (J,R), where J = {1,2, ••• ,n} denotes the set of tasks (nodes) 

and R denotes the precedence relation on the task set, is an initially rooted 

tree if it is a tree, and in addition there exists one task that has precedence 

over all other tasks. Task 1 is a parent node of the rooted tree (J,R) if i 

has at least two direct successors. Task i is a terminal parent node if it has 

no precedence over other parent nodes (see also [40]). 
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Consider any terminal parent ·node i, and let U = {j I i has precedence 

over j}. It is clear that (U,R) will be a parallel-chain net\>70rk for ,.;hich 

the formula of Assertion Bl will yield the exact number of feasible sequences. 

Consider now any other terminal parent node k and let Q = {j I k has precedence 

over j}. Then (Q,R) will be either a paxa.llel-chain network or a network r.rhich 

can be factored into m. parallel but unrelated subnet~-Torks (Q
1

, R
1
), (Q

2
, R

2
), .•• , 

(~,Rm.) such that UQ
6 

= Q and Q
8 

() Qr = rJ for s :{; r; R
8 

consists only of 

ordered pairs in Q ; and each (Q ,R ) is either a parallel-chain or a tree. 
s s s 

The following assertion then provides the basis for the direct computation of 

the number of sequences for trees. 

Assertion B2. Let (J, R) be an n-node network that can be factored into m 

parallel but unrelated networks (J1-R1), (J2,R2), ••• ,(Jm,Pm) such that 

tJ J1 = J and Ji (l Jk = rJ for i :{; k. Let s1 denote the number of feasible 

sequences for (Ji,Ri) and si,max the corresponding maximum number of sequences 

if R
1 

= rJ. Then the total number of feasible sequences for netl-mrk (J, R) is 

given by 

s .. 
m 

1T 
i=l 

Proof. Eliminating the precedence constraints, the total number of sequences 

is equal to n!. For each of the m parallel unrelated netn·orks this total null"-

ber is divided by Si • This assumes that each of the parallel unrelated · ,max 

net'tvorks would have a total number of feasible sequences equal to one. But 

since it is known that each of them has si ..:: 1 feasible sequences, we have to 
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divide by s1 · /S1• Since there are m parallel unrelated networks, the 
,~x 

result follows. 

t The recursive algorithm for computing the total number of feasible 

sequences for trees can then be stated as follows: 

l.a. Find any terminal parent node i. 

b. Let Q = {j I i has precedence over j}. Find the number of sequences s
1 

for (Q,R) using Assertion Bl or Assertion B2. Eliminate parent node i. 

2. If parent node i is the root, terminate. Othenvise, return to 1. 

Referring to Figure B2, node 3 is a terminal parent node for which 

s
3 

= 2, by Assertion Bl.tt Eliminating node 3, node 4 is a terminal 

parent node for which Assertion Bl yields s4 = 2. Retracing we find 

node 1 as a terminal parent node. By Assertion B2 

s = 71 = 140. 
(~) (~) 

Since node 1 is the root, we terminate. 

tit should be noted that Assertion B2 allows the extension of this recursive 
algorithm to handle terminally rooted trees as well as c~~inations of trees 
in parallel, i.e. forests. 

tt The addition of dummy start and end nodes does not affect the number of fea-
sible sequences. If networks are composed in series by making the end node 
of one network the start node of the other, the total number of sequences 
equals the product of the number of sequences of the individual networks. 
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Figure B2 1 

c. Transitive Series Parallel Networks 

Transitive series parallel digraphs [26, 27] are recursively defined as 

follm-1s: 

(1) A digraph consisting of a single node, e.g. G = ({i}s f) is transitive 

series parallel. 

(2) If G1 = (N1,~) aud G2 = (N2,A2) where N
1 

() N2 = '/J are transitive series 

parallel, then G = G1 x G2 = (N1 LJ N2, ~ U A2 U (N
1 

x N2)) is also 

transitive series parallel. G is said to be fo1nned by series composition 

of G
1 

and G2• 

(3) If G1 = (Nl'~) and G2 = (H2,A2) where u1 ("\ N2 '"' fJ are transithre series 

parallel then G = G1 V G2 = (N
1 

U n2, ~ U A2) is also transitive series 

parallel. G is said to be formed by the parallel composition of G
1 

and 

G2. 

(4) Only those digraphs \>1hich can be obtained by a finite number of applica

tions of rules (1)-(3) are transitive series parallel. 

A digraph G is said to be series parallel if and only if its transitive 

closure is transitive series parallel. Figure B3 gives an example of a series 

parallel digraph borrowed from Lawler [27]. 

Figure B3 l 
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CD) POSITION rt~TRIX 
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PER~1C Me) 

FIGURE B2. IIHTIALLY ROOTED TREE 
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EIGUR_E_R2, SERIES PARALLEL DIGRAPH 

FIGURE 84. DECOMPOSITION TREE FOR THE SERIES PARALLEL DIGRAPH 
OF FIGURE 83, 



In [26p 28] it is shotm how to test a given digraph to determine if it is 

t series parallel and, if it is, to obtain the so-called decomposition ~· 

Each leaf of the decomposition tree is identified with a node of G. Each 

internal node marked "S" indicates the ~ composition of the subgraphs 

identified with its sons, with the convention that the left son precedes the 

right son. Each internal node marked "P" indicates the parallel £O!llP9_Si!:;i.Pn 

of the subgraphs identified with its sons, where now the left-right ordering 

of sons is unimportant. The decomposition tree for the series parallel 

digraph of Figure B3 is given in Figure B4. The "S's" and "P's" are given 

subscripts to facilitate further reference. 

( Figure B4 J 

The decomposition tree provides the ke~y for the recursive computation of 

the number of feasible sequences for series parallel digraphs. To accomplish 

this, it is necessary to cotnpute the numbcx: of feasible sequences associated 

ldth each of the internal nodes of the decomposition tree marked "tvith "S" or 

"P" and retrace until the root is reached. 

Internal nodes marked with 118 11 do not int1·oduce any complications since 

the resulting number of sequences is simply obtained as the product of the 

tThe corresponding algorithm is O(n2) where n is the number of nodes in the 
net~,;ork. An algorithm of O(m), where m is the number of arcs. >-Till be pre
sented in [28]. 
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number of sequences associated its sons. The computation of the number of 

feasible sequences for internal nodes labeled <tdth "P" can always be done by 

applying Assertions Bl and B2, since, at worst. the computations involved will 

be for the parallel composition of t:\10 set·ies parallel networks for 't-rhich the 

associated number of feasible sequences has already been computed at lot-1er 

levels of the decomposition tree. 

Consider the decomposition tree of Figure B4. Internal node s1 involves 

the series composition of nodes 5 and 9 into a single chain yielding one 

sequence. Node P 1 stands for the parallel composition of chain 5-9 and node 6 

yielding 3!/(2!)(1!) '"'3 sequences. Node s2 dictates sedes composition with 

node 11, leaving the number of sequences unchanged. P2 calls for parallel 

composition of nodes 2 and 3, hence the number of sequences equals 2. The 

series composition prescribed by node yields (3) = 6 sequences. Node 

P3 involves parallel composition of nodes 1 and 8 (2 sequences) to be serially 

composed (node s4) with node 10 (still 2 sequences) and serially composed 

(by s
5
) with node 4 leaving the number of feasible sequences unchanged to 2. 

Internal node P 4 calls for the parallel composition of the subnetllrorks 

associated with nodes s
5 

and s3• Application of Assertion B2 yields 

10! /(6 !/6). (4 !/2) = 2520 sequences. Uode P 5 asks for parallel composition 

of nodes 12 and 13 (2 sequences) to be serially combined with the subnetwork 

associated Hith P4 yielding (2)(2520) = 5040 sequences. Finally node s7 

calls for a serial composition. hence we end up with a total of 5040 sequences. 


